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Product description
Covers approximately 98% of the
world’s market capitalization (exUS), including 90% of the Asian
market, 90% of the Indian market,
95% of the European market.
Fundamental data covering nearly
56 000 active and inactive companies
from 112 countries.

Available data





42 identifying information
items
966 annual items (balance
sheet,
profit
and
loss
account…)
Annual item: Levels and
footnotes relating to each
item

Historical data


Annual,
quarterly
and
semiannual company data
history available back to 1987
(depending
when
that
company was added to the
database)

Request tools
 Opportunity

to
select
companies on any item.



Operators: =, <, >, ≠, ≤, ≥
Opportunity to upload a codes
file and link with other IODS
databases

Data Collection and
Standardization
Compustat in-depth collection process
includes:
 Aligning data in accordance with
Financial Accounting Standards
Board
(FASB),
Securities
&
Exchange Commission (SEC) and
GAAP (including IFRS) guidelines
and principles
 Using staff analysts with expertise
in global accounting practices that
ensure the quality of data integrated
from third-party partners
 Extracting valuable information
from the financial statement notes
for added insight
 Completing comprehensive data
reviews for logic, reasonability,
acceptable value, data integration
and trends, and performing over
17,000 system-based validity checks
on annual and quarterly data sets

 Companies

often present their
financial results in a variety of
formats, making it difficult to
construct
parallel
company
comparisons on an “apples-toapples” basis. After collecting data
from a diverse set of sources,
Compustat standardizes it by
financial statement and by specific
data item definition, preparing
information so that it is comparable
across companies, industries and
time periods.

S&P CIQ COMPUSTAT

Key Advantages


Efficiently identify companies with similar characteristics, such as
capital structure and operating performance



Leverage and integrate minimally normalized, unbiased Global data
sets that reflect the varieties of actual reporting practices used
around the globe for accurate research



Connect to the highest quality fundamental and market data ready to
use in your proprietary system or incorporated into other Capital IQ
solutions

